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Poster Abstract
Let C be a Hyperelliptic curve nof genus 2. The trace zero (sub)varietyo (TZV)
D ∈ JacFq3 C | σ 2 (D) + σ (D) + D = 0 where

G of JacFq3 C, is defined as G :=

σ is the Frobenius automorphism of Fq3 /Fq . In [Lan03], it was shown that G
is a suitable candidate for discrete logarithm (DLP) based cryptography. It was
also shown theoretically in [Lan03] and practically in [Ava09] that TZV arithmetic
in cryptographically interesting cases can be performed faster than other popular
primitives, such as the Jacobians of elliptic and hyperelliptic curves.
In [DSnt], it was shown that one can transfer the DLP in G to the DLP in
JacFq X , where X is a cover of C with an automorphism of order 3. A construction
of X , based on Galois theory, was also introduced in [DSnt]. They showed that the
method almost always constructs a cover of genus 6. This would reduce the security
of TZV DLP based systems by a factor of 6, which can be easily compensated for
in practice. However, as the reduction in size of the base field is always of degree
3, a cover with a lower genus imposes an even higher reduction factor to the TZV
DLP,as the size of JacFq X is exponential in term of genus of X . Hence, it is
essential to classify all TZV that can be covered by lower genus curves to avoid
them in cryptographic application.
In this research, we used the results of [Bra88], [Bre00] and [MSSV02], to classify all curves of genus 3 that admit an automorphism of degree 3. Furthermore,
considering the ramification locus of each class along with the automorphism group
structure, we identified and eliminated all classes of curves of genus 3 whose ramification structure does not allow them to cover a genus 2 curve. With extensive
SAGE [S+ 12] programming, we then computed the fixed field of each conjugacy
class of order 2 of the automorphism group of each potential cover. Finally, by
listing the resulting fixed fields of genus 2, we have symbolically computed the
equations of all families of genus 2 curves whose TZV is susceptible to genus 3
cover attack. In this way, we have classified all genus 2 curves with an unramified
cover of degree 2 that has an automorphism of degree 3.
Based on the result of this research, TZV based cryptosystems should check
and avoid using hyperelliptic curves isomorphic to an instance of one of the listed
families.
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